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Rubén Darío’s Final Chapter: Archer Milton 
Huntington and the Hispanic Society*

Alison Maginn
Monmouth University

In his «Apuntaciones de hospital»1 written in New York in 1915 and 
published in La Nación [Buenos Aires] on 22nd August, Rubén Darío 
describes his time in the French Hospital in New York City during the 
month of February, 1915, where he convalesced after having contracted 
double pneumonia. He remembers the desperate solitude and sense of 
abandonment as he languished in his less than luxurious hospital room, 
watching through the window the endless snow in one of New York’s 
coldest winters. In addition to his serious physical illness, Darío was 
plunged into an existential crisis as he questioned, against the backdrop of 
the huge metropolis, his very sense of being and identity:

Soy algo que apenas existe entre diez millones de hombres duros, prácticos, 
que hacen su labor de cíclopes y de gnomos, de edificios monstruosos, de 
una estética infernal. Y si me fijo más en la montaña que hierve, llego a 
pensar que ya no soy ni algo; soy nadie: no soy. (Escritos dispersos, 307)

1 The article appears on p. 5, columns 4-5. An image of the original can be found 
at <http://archivoiiac.untref.edu.ar/index.php/693>. It was subsequently published in the 
collection, Escritos dispersos de Rubén Darío (Recogidos de periódicos de Buenos Aires), 
ed. Pedro Luis Barcia (La Plata, Universidad Nacional de La Plata, 1968, pp. 305-309).

* I wish to express my thanks to Monmouth University for travel grants and a one-
semester sabbatical which enabled me to undertake research in Spain and at The Hispanic 
Society of America. All images are reproduced by permission of The Hispanic Society 
Museum and Library.

https://doi.org/10.17979/spudc.9788497497046.445

http://archivoiiac.untref.edu.ar/index.php/693
https://doi.org/10.17979/spudc.9788497497046.445
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Figure 1: Portrait photograph of RD with autograph dedication to AMH.
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Even in this short chapter, one observes the contradictions that charac-
terized Rubén Darío’s vision throughout his lifetime: the constant tension 
between joy and depression; hope and despair; both admiration and disdain 
for the United States. If the poet appreciates the kindness of the nurses who 
care so well for him and the charitable ladies who visit him with flowers, 
he is also highly critical of the cold, utilitarian capitalism of the United 
States where, he writes, «… tanto la pena como la alegría, se arregla con 
el cheque» (Escritos dispersos, 308). He finishes this particular chapter 
of his life stating that someone appeared at the door of his hospital room: 
«¿Se puede?.. Y quien entra es Archer Milton Huntington. Pero él merece 
capítulo aparte» (Escritos dispersos, 309). 

If Darío wrote that chapter, it has never been found, but the correspon-
dence between him and the multimillionaire founder of The Hispanic 
Society of America along with Huntington’s own diary entries, materials 
which have recently surfaced from the archives of the Hispanic Society, 
do shed light upon the relationship between the two men, and give us a 
deeper insight into the inner turmoil and difficulties the poet suffered in 
the final year of his life, difficulties that were alleviated enormously by the 
generosity, empathy and cultural patronage of the New York Hispanophile 
and philanthropist. Huntington did indeed give moral and financial support 
to Darío as his health was declining but, as will be seen below, the mutual 
admiration between the two men was based on something more intangible 
than the checkbook.

Félix Rubén García-Sarmiento, known as Rubén Darío, was born in 
Metapa, Nicaragua in 1867 and is still considered today one of the most 
important poets in the Spanish language. A prolific writer who showed 
his talent from early childhood, known as the child poet, Darío became 
a celebrated journalist, essayist, short story writer and diplomat, as well 
as a poet. Rubén was a world traveler, and had gone to live in Chile by 
age twenty; during his lifetime he had resided in Paris, Madrid, Barcelona 
along with El Salvador, Guatemala, Chile, Costa Rica, Argentina, in addi-
tion to his native Nicaragua. The essential contradictions expressed so 
frequently throughout his oeuvre and framed with such striking impact 
in a mature poem like «Lo fatal» were present even in the young poet. As 
Miguel Enguídanos points out, what seems a simple, adolescent poem in 
fact deserves more attention: 

Rubén Darío’s Final Chapter: Archer Milton Huntington and the Hispanic Society
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«Lector: si oyes los rumores
De la ignorada arpa mía
Oirás ecos de Dolores; 
Mas sabe que tengo flores
También, de dulce alegría». (Qtd by Enguídanos, 1970: 18)

Rubén wrote this little poem at the young age of fourteen, intending it 
for the cover of a collection of poetry he wished to publish, but it seems to 
allude prophetically to what life has in store for him. How could a young 
man, a boy really, already have known such malaise? We could be for-
given for thinking this a mere exercise in poetic expression, but the truth is 
that the young Darío had already tasted adversity and tragedy, having been 
given up by his parents and brought up by a great aunt and uncle-godfa-
ther, who died when Rubén was young. His identity was marked, thus, by a 
sense of abandonment early on. This melancholy sense of loss and tragedy 
exacerbated by the demons of alcoholism and ill-health would alternate 
persistently throughout his life with a joyous and voracious appetite to 
explore new geographic, erotic, political and aesthetic territories. 

While still relatively unknown in the English-language canon, Darío is 
a literary giant in the Hispanic world, credited as being the father of Latin 
American and Spanish modernismo. By the end of the nineteenth century, 
Spanish letters had become stifled. The now worn-out sensibilities of real-
ism and materialism were rejected and there was a desire among writers 
and poets to regenerate language. With his ground-breaking work of poetry 
and prose, Azul (1888) followed by Prosas profanas (1896), and his master-
piece Cantos de vida y esperanza (1905), Darío brought to Spanish letters a 
revolution in poetic language and expression through innovations in rhyme, 
rhythm and imagery, as well as theme. Cantos de vida y esperanza exerted 
the greatest influence on Spanish literature, a work which George Schade 
has characterized as «a book of poems of such vitality that one feels one has 
lived there and shared in its experiences: its gnawing doubts, deep anguish 
and at the same time, quenchless appetite for life» (Schade, 1970: 9). 

Spanish modernismo differs from the wider European movement 
as it combined ideas from Romanticism, Parnassianism, and French 
Symbolism. Influenced by French poets like Verlaine and later Mallarmé, 
Darío expressed a new aesthetic as he sought to escape the vulgarity 
and ugliness of everyday life through a poetics that would not so much 
describe the object itself, but rather evoke the feelings suggested by the 
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object. Following Mallarmé: «To merely name an object is to suppress 
three fourths of the play of the poem … to suggest it, that is the goal. It 
represents the perfect expression of that mystery that makes a symbol: 
to evoke an object little by little, so as to reveal a state of soul» (qtd. 
by Debicki, 1994: 9). This is what Darío achieved throughout much of 
his work: he gave expression to states of the soul, or what Debicki has 
described as «otherwise incommunicable states of emotion» (ibid.: 9).

Modernismo was characterized by a cosmopolitanism the center of 
which was Paris, a city where Darío would eventually reside as a diplomat, 
but he had begun to express innovations in language, as well as theme, long 
before he had set foot in the French capital. Modernismo also offered the 
first instance of the Hispanic-American literary imagination influencing 
and effecting a significant change upon the literary landscape of Spain, the 
madrepatria. The former colony regenerates the old metropolis. In Darío’s 
modernismo, the empire strikes back in a literary revolution, resulting in 
a fusion of the Spanish and the Spanish-American to form a kind of pan-
Hispanism, a notion that Darío would champion at many points of his life. 
This pan-Hispanic essence was embraced and celebrated by many other 
Latin American and Spanish writers. Pablo Neruda and Federico García 
Lorca refer to it in their lecture on Darío delivered in Buenos Aires in 1933, 
as Lorca announces to the public: «Pablo Neruda, chileno, y yo, español, 
coincidimos en el idioma y en el gran poeta, nicaragüense, argentino, 
chileno y español, Rubén Darío» (Neruda, 1974: 51).

Without a doubt, Darío changed the poetic landscape of the late nine-
teenth and early twentieth centuries in Latin America and Spain and influ-
enced the generations of poets who followed him, a legacy acknowledged 
by critics and writers from the Hispanic world such as Juan Ramón Jiménez, 
Federico García Lorca, Jorge Luis Borges, Octavio Paz and Pedro Salinas, 
to name just a few2. González Echevarría classifies poetry in Spanish as 
either «before or after Rubén Darío», while Binns discusses Darío as an 
artist who began and ended movements, and what’s more who was aware 
of his own status as inaugurator. 

The bibliography on Darío is vast and every part of his life, including 
his final years on the American continent, has been well documented3. It is 

2 See Arellano 1981, Binns 2016, Cabrera Cartaya 2007, González Echevarría 2006 
and Maldonado 2016.

3 See, in particular, Kühl 2012, de la Selva 1916 and Torres 1958.
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hard to imagine that there could be anything new to add in this regard, every 
stone apparently having been turned; nevertheless as Alberto Acereda has 
suggested, a number of archival collections merit further exploration and 
some may still hold unedited material (2002: 45). A case in point are the 
archives of The Hispanic Society of America [HSA] in New York which 
have recently brought to light some previously unseen letters between 
Darío and the Hispanic Society’s founder, Archer Milton Huntington 
[AMH]. Furthermore, the excessively private Huntington destroyed his 
personal diaries, but for reasons which remain unknown and in a marvel-
ous stroke of serendipity, the years 1914-1915 were largely spared and, 
fortunately for Rubendariano studies, several entries pertaining to Darío’s 
last visit to New York and his relationship with Huntington afford us a 
few more glimpses into the twilight years of the poet, his ever-increasing 
inner struggles and the considerable amount of work Huntington executed 
behind the scenes to help promote Darío’s cause. My aim here is to provide 
a significant sample of previously unpublished documents from the Darío 
archive at the Hispanic Society.

By May, 1914 Darío had been living in Paris for three years but the 
outbreak of the First World War saw him leave the French capital to take 
up residence for five months in Barcelona with his partner, Francisca 
Sánchez and their young son, Rubén Darío Sánchez. Fifteen days after the 
assassination of Franz Ferdinand, fellow Nicaraguan and personal assis-
tant Alejandro Bermúdez approached Darío with a proposal to embark 
upon a grand tour of the United States and Latin America to lecture on 
peace. Spurred on by Bermúdez and in spite of his poor health, Darío left 
Barcelona in late October and arrived in New York in November, 1914. 
By December, 1914 Darío [RD] had come into contact with Huntington as 
the latter records in his diary on 30th December, 1914: «To HSA to meet 
the 2 friends of Rubén Darío by whom he sent me 4 of his volumes with 
dedications. He has a plan to arouse the enthusiasm of the Americas for 
union after the war. Of the two friends of R.D., Luis F. Corea. 49 Wall St. 
Former Minister of Nicaragua to USA was one. He seemed fairly intelli-
gent» (figure 2).

There are two other entries that same day stating that Darío’s friend, 
Dr. Luis Corea, had phoned Huntington to request the meeting as Darío 
wished to present some of this books to the Hispanic Society. Huntington 
had agreed to meet at 3:30 that afternoon but he recorded in his diary that 
Corea later phoned to report that Rubén was ill and could not come to 
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Figures 2a, b, c : Extracts from AMH’s diary, 30th December, 1914.
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the meeting (figure 2c). On 31st December, Huntington recorded in his 
diary that he had sent a note to Darío thanking him for the four volumes, 
with dedications. The four volumes that Bermúdez and Corea presented to 
Huntington on Rubén Darío’s behalf were Los raros (Barcelona-Buenos 
Aires, 1905), Azul (Barcelona, 1907), Muy siglo XVIII (Madrid, 1914) and 
Cantos de vida y esperanza (Barcelona, 1907) (figure 3)4.

4 In his 1967 article on the holograph manuscript of ¡Pax!, Theodore S. Beardsley, 
director of the Hispanic Society at that time, states that the edition of Cantos de vida y 
esperanza in the archives of the HSA bore no dedication; however, we can now confirm 
that, just as Huntington’s letter attests, the Cantos volume did indeed have a dedication, 
but it remained in the Huntington archive until 1968 when it was then added to the general 
collection of the HSA. Beardsley had not been aware of the presence of the volume in 
Huntington’s private collection when he published his article. Subsequent publications 
based on Beardsley’s 1967 article repeat this error, which we can now correct. 

Alison Maginn

Figure 3: Autograph dedication to AMH inscribed in the copy of 
Cantos de vida y esperanza.
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Even before the two men met in person, then, Huntington was aware of 
an illness, although in his thank you letter of the following day he gives no 
hint of the seriousness of Darío’s condition and refers to his inability to 
keep their appointment politely and optimistically stating, «I hope that the 
slight indisposition, of which your friends spoke yesterday, may already 
be a thing of the past» (letter, AMH to RD, 31st December, 1914). It is very 
likely that it was during this 30th December meeting that Bermúdez shared 
with Huntington the proposal and budget for the lecture tour he had planned 
throughout the Americas: «Propaganda por la paz a través del continente 
americano» in which he and Darío would speak against the war and advo-
cate for peace, «que debe ser el ideal supremo de todo hombre de bien y la 
más alta aspiración de los pueblos». They wanted all Americans «encabe-
zados por Los EE.UU y de acuerdo con España» to be the principal agents 
for European peace. They wrote that Spain, in its neutral position, was the 
only European country that could bring the message of peace to the battle-
field. It was an extremely ambitious proposal which outlined a plan to visit 
all the Latin American republics, their capitals and main cities, and would 
entail forty-six lectures over a period of ten months. They would travel 
with a secretary and a servant, would need one second-class and three 
first-class tickets and required a budget of $50,000 —the equivalent of 
$1,232,620.00 in August, 2018— (figures 4a-b). There is no evidence to 
suggest that Rubén met Huntington in person any earlier than 8th January, 
when the latter hosted a luncheon for Darío at his home on 5th Ave. The 
lecture proposal must have been shared with Huntington by Bermúdez at 
the earlier 31st December meeting, as I suggest above, since a letter to 
Huntington from Columbia University president Nicholas Murray Butler 
[NMB], dated 7th January, refers to a letter received from Huntington 
regarding Darío on 4th January: «I am much interested in yours of the 4th, 
in what you write me about Mr. Rubén Darío» (letter, NMB to AMH, 7th 
January, 1915). What we can deduce from Butler’s letter is that Huntington, 
upon receiving the lecture proposal from Bermúdez, immediately set about 
advocating for Darío, contacting the Columbia University president, orga-
nizing a luncheon to honor the poet and presenting him on 8th January with 
the Hispanic Society’s Medal of Arts and Literature, its highest award. 
Later that month, on 20th January, Darío was elected to membership of the 
Hispanic Society and presented with the corresponding medal.

Two press clippings in Huntington’s diary and his own entry of 8th 
January refer to the luncheon he gave for Darío. We must assume that this is 
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the first time the men met in person. Huntington writes that he and his wife, 
Helen, entertained five guests for lunch, including Darío and Bermúdez 
and that Darío read for them «La princesa». He writes about Darío in his 
diary that evening: «Ruben Darío is quiet, very dignified, with something 
of that Indian stolidity which Porfirio Díaz has. He says his ancestors are, 
in part, Indian …» (AMH diary, 8th January, 1915)5. This description of 
Rubén’s indigenous dignity provides an interesting counterpoint to Miguel 
de Unamuno’s infamous insult of Darío when he wrote that, «a Rubén se 
le veían las plumas —las del indio— debajo del sombrero» (Unamuno: 
[1916] 2016: 108)6. Huntington reported also that after lunch the three of 
them (Darío, Bermúdez and Huntington) went to the HSA, where Darío 
wrote verses on one of the columns7. Both the original holograph manu-
script and typewritten copy of this poem are in the archives of the HSA 
library, and the poem remains on the column of the museum’s main gallery 
today. Two days later, Darío wrote to express his thanks for Huntington’s 
kind attentions, but he also reveals to him, presumably for the first time, 
that he is in dire straits and in need of further help: «Bermúdez y yo hemos 
quemado los últimos cartuchos» (letter, RD to AMH, 10th January, 1915). 
With characteristic elegance, Huntington does not refer to this plea for 
help in his diary, but he certainly takes action and from this moment on 
becomes a loyal and supportive friend to Darío.

From early January, 1915, then, Huntington began to work behind the 
scenes to promote Darío and help him in myriad ways. Affixed to the pages 
of his diary are various press clippings reporting luncheons and dinners 
given in Darío’s honor as well as the awarding of the silver medal. There 
are a few short reports on Darío’s presence in the United States; one, for 
example, from the Columbia University Fortnightly Bull article, dated 

5 Huntington’s comparison of Darío to Porfirio Díaz is somewhat unfortunate since 
Díaz refused to meet the poet when he was a member of the Nicaraguan delegation that 
had come to Mexico to participate in the centenary celebration of Mexican independence. 
See Fernández (1987: 129). 

6 Apparently, the «compañero de pluma» to whom Unamuno made the remark was 
Ramón del Valle-Inclán.

7 The young Nicaraguan poet, Salomón de la Selva was also on the scene at this 
stage, but he was not at this luncheon, for Huntington names each guest in his diary, 
and de la Selva is not among them. There is no mention in Huntington’s diary of when 
or where he and de la Selva met, but by de la Selva’s own accounts he was at almost 
every meeting between Darío and Huntington and was certainly present at the reading at 
Columbia University. See de la Selva and Beardsley.
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Figure 4a: First page of Bermúdez’s typescript proposal to AMH 
for Darío’s tour through the Americas.
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Figure 4b: Page 3 of the proposal, detailing the location and number of lectures 
and the amount of funding requested: $50,000.
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29th January, which correctly states that Darío is little known in the US 
but is «considered by many the prince of all living Spanish poets» and 
another from the New York Sun, of 30th January: «Famous Spanish poet 
now visiting in this country» (newspaper clippings affixed to AMH’s diary 
entry for 15th February, 1915). Unquestionably the most important event of 
Rubén’s five-month stay in New York that winter was the lecture and read-
ing Huntington organized under the auspices of the Hispanic Society and 
the Institute of Arts and Sciences of Columbia University: «The Horrors 
of War, the Necessity of Peace and The Means of Obtaining it». On the 
evening of 4th February, 1915, at Havermayer Hall, Columbia University, 
Alejandro Bermúdez lectured for one hour on this topic and Darío presented 
for the first time his poem ¡Pax!, the original manuscript of which resides 
in the archives of the Hispanic Society, Huntington having received it as 
a gift from Salomón de la Selva after Rubén’s death (Beardsley, 1967: 8). 

There are numerous letters and diary entries concerning the details of 
the Columbia lecture. Within that correspondence Huntington states that he 
will provide the $1000 honorarium, (the equivalent of $24,408.32 today). 
There are several letters back and forth between Butler and Huntington and 
between the secretary of the Institute of Arts and Sciences of Columbia 
University, Milton Davies, and Huntington, on the subject of who would 
preside. One can only imagine Huntington’s apprehension leading up to 
the event. In his diary entry of 22nd January, no doubt concerned about 
Bermúdez’s desire to steal the limelight, Huntington wrote, «Promised 
to see Bermúdez and warn him not to talk too long. Refused to preside. 
Butler cannot either.» They request Huntington several times to preside 
during the lecture and reading, Butler rather emphatically so in his final 
letter on the subject on 22nd January: «Dear Mr. Huntington, Can you not 
preside, in your capacity as an honorary doctor of Columbia University... 
It would give us all pleasure and lend new distinction to the lecture, should 
you be able to do so». Huntington’s handwritten draft of his reply states 
unequivocally that he will not preside and he adds: «it seems to me that as 
the lecture of Mr. Darío is under your hospitable roof, someone from the 
university should welcome him» (figure 5). He goes on to suggest three 
people he considers suitable as Butler himself cannot do it. The typed ver-
sion of the letter is dated 23rd January. 

If it seems peculiar that Huntington refused so vehemently to preside 
over the reading and lecture, it should be remembered that he was a 
very modest man and, unlike Bermúdez, would not have wished to draw 
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Figure 5: Butler’s letter to AMH asking him to preside at Darío’s reading, 
with AMH’s handwritten draft reply.
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attention to himself. We could surmise also, based on these exchanges, that 
Huntington was disappointed that Columbia University did not make more 
effort to honor Darío with an appropriately distinguished introduction as 
would have been befitting for such an important literary figure. Alas, it is 
clear that at that time Hispanism did not receive the attention it deserved in 
the United States nor did Hispanic intellectuals and writers arouse the same 
enthusiasm as, say, French, German or Italian figures. This lamentable 
neglect is outlined very clearly by journalist Javier Lara, a correspondent for 
two newspapers in Mexico (La Opinión and El Dictamen, both published 
in Veracruz) and one in Cuba (Cuba, published in Havana). In a two-page 
letter with a two-page review enclosed, dated 15th February, he explains to 
Huntington that his report of the Columbia University lecture and reading, 
which he sent on the very evening it was delivered, was not published 
either by the New York Times, The Evening Sun or The New York Herald, 
his inside sources from these newspapers telling him that this news was 
not sufficiently «sensational» and that it was «stale». He draws attention 
to the «indifference» shown to Hispanic visitors of renown and states 
that he is at a loss to understand why there was no interest in publishing 
his report on the reading of «Mr. Rubén Darío, the incomparable South 
American poet» (letter, Javier Lara to AMH, 15th February, 1915; the text 
of the letter and the report is reproduced in an appendix to this essay). 
Thanks to his enclosed report of the event, we have a record of the brief 
but gracious remarks that Huntington made at the end of the reading: «I 
think I will have to stand outside the platform as I cannot stand comparison 
with the luminaries on the platform who have expressed our sentiments so 
beautifully… We have with us tonight perhaps the highest expression of 
poetic genius of the Spanish speaking nations». 

By mid-January Huntington had already started to visit Darío and on 
one occasion, as he records in his diary, he was not able to see him «as he is 
very ill» (AMH diary, 19th January, 1915). Five days before Darío’s reading 
at Columbia, Huntington became aware of the poet’s true feelings about 
the grand lecture tour and again heard about his ill-health. In an undated 
letter pasted into Huntington’s diary of 30th January Darío sets out clearly 
his view of the tour—he does not want to go, and cannot embark upon 
such a journey due to the precarious state of his health, something which 
Bermúdez should have clearly seen. Bermúdez’s self-serving interests are 
revealed and we get a little more understanding of the relationship between 
the poet and his fellow Nicaraguan. It would appear that Darío was easily 
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bamboozled by Bermúdez since he didn’t quite know how to say no to him 
for fear of shattering his illusions:

«Mi muy distinguido y querido Sr. Huntington:

La última vez que V. estuvo aquí, debí decirle claramente: no tengo interés 
ninguno en la gira proyectada. Pero estaba presente Bermúdez, que está 
lleno de ilusiones, y no me gusta destruir rápidamente las ilusiones de 
nadie.

Hoy le digo y le repito a V.: No tengo interés ninguno en la gira proyectada; 
ni me conviene, según consejo médico, por el estado de mi salud, la gran 
fatiga mental, el surmenage de que padezco, y por otros motivos. Así es» 
(letter, undated, from RD to AMH, affixed to diary entry of 30th January, 
1915).

As we know, Darío’s health underwent a serious decline. Immediately 
after the talk at Columbia University he contracted double pneumonia and 
was brought by his friends to the French Hospital where he remained, under 
the care of his fellow countryman, Dr. Aníbal Zelaya, for approximately 
one month. Before falling ill, Bermúdez and Darío had been staying at the 
Hotel Earlington, but while Rubén was in the French Hospital, Bermúdez 
left New York without paying their bills, a dereliction of his responsibilities. 
A letter from Bermúdez from on board The United Fruit Company’s T.S.S 
Pastores, dated 27th February, 1915, thanks Huntington for his attentions, 
informs him that Rubén is in the French Hospital under the patronage of 
the Nicaraguan Consul and that he will travel to Buenos Aires when he 
recovers. He bids Huntington farewell with no mention, needless to say, 
of any financial mismanagement. There can be no doubt that Bermúdez at 
best mishandled Darío’s accounts, but very likely deliberately deceived 
him and took care of his own interests. 

In his diary entry of 5th March, Huntington mentions that Rubén’s friend, 
Dr. Luis Corea, came to ask once more for help for Darío. Huntington 
reminded him that he had already done a great deal for Rubén, conferring 
upon him the Society’s Silver medal, organizing the event at Columbia 
University and the reception beforehand, and paying him the $1000 
honorarium. At this stage the only thing he could do is pay for his steamer 
ticket to Guatemala where, Rubén informed him in a letter of 29th January, 
he had been invited by the government. According to Huntington’s diary, 
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Corea agreed with this and left. One week later, however, a letter from 
Darío states that he has now moved to a new place of residence, «Casa 
Méndez» on West 64th St., and he addresses once more his financial needs: 
«Conforme con su gentileza, le manifiesto mis actuales necesidades». 
Darío reports here that Bermúdez left him with outstanding hotel debts, 
«que me dijo había pagado, pero que se olvidó». Rubén must pay a portion 
of his new rent in advance and still has some outstanding hospital bills. 
Then, sadly, he refers to the precarious situation of his son in Barcelona, a 
situation we know to be true since letters between Francisca Sánchez and 
Darío held in the Rubén Darío archives at the Complutense University in 
Madrid, dated between December 1914 through March 1915 attest to their 
rather desperate situation: «Y, lo que más me preocupa, tengo que enviar 
algo a mi niño a Barcelona, quien, tal vez, ha suspendido su colegio por 
no haber podido yo girar nada desde hace ya tiempo» (letter, RD to AMH, 
affixed to diary entry for 12-13th March, 1915; figure 6). 

The following day another letter from Rubén arrives, dated 14th March. 
The handwriting is shaky and Rubén states that he is very ill, «[a]penas 
puedo escribir a V. estas dos líneas. Mi gravedad sigue en una nueva com-
plicación y en condiciones imposibles», and that he doesn’t think he will 
make it to Buenos Aires where he had planned to go after Guatemala. He 
wished to see Huntington and say goodbye, and adds that he had written 
ten days earlier as Huntington had asked him to when he saw him in the 
hospital. He finishes the letter appealing once again to Huntington’s kind-
ness: «No se trata ya de mi personalidad. Es cuestión de Humanidad. Y el 
corazón hidalgo de Vd. comprenderá estas cosas» (letter, RD to AMH, 14th 
March, 1915; figure 7). Darío was right about Huntington’s noble heart for 
on 16th March the HSA President records in his diary that he visited Rubén 
at Casa Méndez and, on 22nd March, a typed letter sent on Huntington’s 
behalf encloses a check for $100 (letter, AMH to RD, 22nd March, 1915). In 
a letter of 30th March, Darío informs Huntington of his imminent departure 
and once again offers thanks for the support that he has received during his 
stay in New York (figure 8).

One of the most affective aspects of the archive is the very materiality 
of the artefacts, something that can catch the researcher off guard. Rubén’s 
suffering and desperation are palpable in the physicality of the letters: his 
trembling hand produces an almost illegible scrawl, and over the course 
of the months in New York the writing paper and letterhead document his 
downward spiral as he moves to evermore humble accommodations. 
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Figure 6: Letter from RD to AMH, [12–13th March, 1915].
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Figure 7: Letter from RD to AMH, 14th March, 1915.
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Figure 8: Letter from RD to AMH, 30th March, 1915.

While Darío can blame no one but himself for his indulgences and his 
alcoholism, one cannot help but wonder if Bermúdez’s self-interested 
machinations and mismanagement of his friend’s finances in fact hastened 
his demise. In view of the fact that Huntington alone provided the not 
inconsiderable amount of $1,100 in support of Darío and that other 
honoraria were forthcoming, there should have been ample finances to 
look after the poet’s every need. Eddy Kühl estimates that Rubén received 
some $4,000 in various forms of payments and honoraria over the period 
he stayed in New York (Kühl, 2012: 65), yet there was nothing left by the 
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end of February when Bermúdez abandoned him in the hospital and he 
found himself having to beg for help. It is quite possible that Rubén could 
not even afford the very humble third guest house he moved to: «Casa 
Granada», and that he spent his final month staying with the impoverished 
Nicaraguan poet, Juan Arana Turrol, who had apparently begged on the 
streets himself and did what he could to raise funds for Rubén: 

Juan Arana Turrol, quien recoge fondos para ayudarle (se dice que Arana 
Turrol había sido anteriormente hasta mendigo), para quien ayudar a Rubén 
era recibir un broche de oro, es posible después le haya invitado a compartir 
su cuartucho en la Calle 47, a pocas cuadras de la famosa Biblioteca Pública 
de la Ciudad de Nueva York donde actualmente hay cientos de obras de 
Darío, siendo quizás el poeta mas estudiado de Latinoamérica. Allí pudo 
pasar sus últimas semanas en Nueva York. (Kühl, 2012: 59)

Darío finally leaves New York on 8th April and sets sail on the S.S 
Sixaola to arrive in Guatemala by the end of April. The letter he writes to 
Huntington from on board the Sixoala on 12th April is a striking reminder 
of the poet’s ability to rise up and embrace hope once more. The sun is 
shining and everything is good: «El sol brilla. El mar, encantador; el ánimo 
vivo, aunque el cuerpo esté aun débil». He refers to a letter, presumably 
one he received from Huntington, for which he is most thankful. There is 
no doubt of the esteem and appreciation he holds for his New York friend: 
«y como un príncipe voy saboreando el contenido de esta Carta de las 
Hespérides, de esta Carta de Pomona que a cada momento me recuerdo las 
inagotables finezas de su amistad.» Whatever the letter contained we do 
not know as Huntington, in his usual modesty, makes no mention of it in 
his diary, but it certainly brought Rubén great joy and comfort. This is the 
most reflective of all the letters in the HSA Darío archive: Rubén bares his 
soul and reveals to Huntington the inner conflict we know from his poems. 
We see his desire to recover, turn his life around, create a new path for 
himself and find peace, health and independence. He believes that God will 
help him find this: «He resucitado. Llevo deseos de vida, de trabajo, y de 
tomar un Nuevo rumbo en mi existencia, que me lleve á la tranquilidad, a 
la salud, y, si Dios quiere, a la independencia que es lo principal. Cómo? El 
lo sabra, El me ayudará. Dios sobretodo!» At this stage Darío believes he 
will recover and that he will make it to Buenos Aires. He asks Huntington 
to contact him through the mailing address of the newspaper La Nación. 
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Figure 9: Letter from RD to AMH, 12th April, 1915.
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He finishes the letter reminding Huntington to send him some photographs 
and books from the HSA that he had requested, «y sobre todo el Cid»8 
(letter, RD to AMH, 12th April, 1915, on board the S.S. Sixaola; figure 9). 

The final letter written from Darío to Huntington in the HSA collection 
is dated 13th June, 1915. It is written in English on writing paper bearing 
the letterhead of the Hotel Imperial, Guatemala and addresses Huntington 
as «Dear Sir». Rubén explains that he is writing through his son, Rubén 
Darío Contreras, which gives us an idea of his weak state of health. He 
informs Huntington that his son will call upon him in New York if he visits 
in the near future. Rubén once again expresses his thanks to Huntington for 
all his kindnesses and encloses some newspaper clippings about his stay in 
Guatemala (figure 10).

8 That is, Huntington’s well-received, three-volume edition, translation and com-
mentary of the Poem of the Cid (New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons, 1897-1903).

Figure 10: Letter from RD to AMH, 13th June, 1915.
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The Darío archive at the HSA holds a number of other artefacts which 
I have not discussed here. There are many newspaper clippings regarding 
Rubén’s stay in New York and the various events organized in his honor 
and, of course, the original holograph manuscript of ¡Pax! published and 
edited by Beardsley in 1967. There are also newspaper reports on Darío’s 
funeral in León, sent by Alejandro Bermúdez and a long letter from Dr. 
Debayle, describing the funeral. Of interest, too, is a letter from Rosario 
Murillo, signed «Rosario, v. de Darío», dated 20th August, 1917, thank-
ing Huntington for sending her the resolution of condolence published on 
28th March, 1916, by the Poetry Society of America. Here I have limited 
myself to presenting those letters and diary entries pertaining to Darío and 
Huntington which have not yet been seen by the public but the archive 
merits further exploration by interested scholars as there are still a few 
more stones to be turned regarding the final years of Rubén Darío.

Appendix: 

Letter from Javier Lara to Archer M. Huntington, 15th February, 1915, 
with accompanying report 9.

Sir:-

 I take the liberty of enclosing herewith a report written by me on the 
occasion of the Spanish Reading and Lecture given at Columbia University 
on Thursday Feb. 4th by Sr. Alejandro Bermudez and the great Spanish 
poet Sr. Rubén Darío.

 This report was handed by me that night to a friend of mine at 
«The N.Y. Times», who said he would submit it to the City Editor for 
publication the next morning. As it was not published, I went the next day 
to see another friend at «The Evening Sun», who said they could not use it 

9 The grammar and orthography of the originals have been respected. 
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simply because it was not «sensational». I afterwards handed the note to a 
reporter of «The N.Y Herald», who assured me he would do all he could 
to have it published, but that he doubted whether it would be inserted, as 
the news was rather «stale». It finally developed that the news was not 
published at all.

 I am quite sure that the article was not refused on the ground of incorrect 
and foreign English, as all of the above papers have on previous occasions 
accepted my articles, and they have always been at liberty to make whatever 
corrections they wish, and therefore I am at a loss to understand the reason 
for the failure to publish the report of said Spanish lecture.

 If the American papers are willing to publish accounts of German, 
French and Italian lectures given at Columbia on previous occasions, I see 
no reason why they could not as well have sent reporters to this particular 
lecture given by one of the leading Spanish men of letters.— I refer to Mr. 
Darío, the incomparable South-American poet.

 I might comment that the indifference which some American newspapers 
show to the Spanish people of renown when visiting this country, is in 
deplorable contrast with the treatment which is accorded by the South-
American press and people to the American statesmen when they visit the 
Latin-American countries. For instance, Roosevelt, Root, Bryan, Knox 
and many others, were accorded almost royal receptions. To my personal 
knowledge, on the occasion of the visit by Mr. Root to Mexico City about 
7 years ago, the Mexican Government entertained Mr. Root and his party 
at an expenditure of about ONE-HALF million dollars.

 Do you not think that this indifference is felt by the Spanish-speaking 
peoples and do you not think that they would be justified in retaliation? 
Aren’t the American people aware of the fact that Sr. Rubén Darío is as 
well known in the intellectual world or still more so than some of the 
American gentlemen above mentioned?

 I put these facts before you as I know your interest in things Spanish, 
and thought perhaps you may use your influence to see that in future the 
American press devotes more attention to the Spanish people of renown 
visiting this country, or at least that they be given the same treatment as the 
local papers give noted people of other nationalities visiting this country. 
By doing this, they will certainly help to cement ties of friendship and will 
foster mutually cordial relations between the United States and the Latin-
American countries.
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 Apologizing for having taken up so much of your valuable time in this 
matter, and assuring you that I will be always at your service for any work 
in behalf of the Castilian language and the Spanish-speaking people in this 
country, in so far as the press campaign is concerned, believe me,

  Most respectfully yours

   [Signed] J. Lara

[Lara’s unpublished report]

 Rubén Darío, the Nicaraguan poet and considered one of the 
leading lights in the Spanish contemporary literature, recited one of his 
masterpieces «Pax» at Havermayer Hall, Columbia University, last night 
under the auspices of the Hispanic Society of America. His poem shows 
marked philosophic tendency, but through it all the characteristic Spanish 
mystic bent of mind is manifest. The poem also dwelt upon the horrors of 
war and the futility of armaments.

 Sr. Darío, being in excellent voice, gave an exceptionally fine rendition 
of «Pax» and received repeated applause from a large and appreciative 
Latin-American audience.

 Before his recital, Sr. Darío made a brief speech, in which he alluded 
ironically to Messrs. «Attila, Hun & Co. Ltd.», which at the outset gave the 
audience an indication of the sentiments of the great poet on the European 
situation.

 Sr. Darío is merely making a temporary sojourn in this city. At the 
outbreak of the European hostilities, he was compelled to leave Paris, 
where he lived for many years and where he officiated as Editor of the 
Spanish magazine «Mundial». He also acted at one time as Minister of his 
country at the French Capital.

 The Nicaraguan poet, in his recital last night, was preceded by his 
distinguished countryman Sr. Alejandro Bermudez, formerly Secretary 
of the Nicaraguan Legation at Washington. The speaker, in an extensive 
address, dwelt upon the various aspects of the European situation, and 
while he eulogized the German progress in science, arts and philosophy, 
he took occasion to arraign the militaristic spirit of the teutonic Empire.

 The audience was last night delightfully surprised when the Chairman 
Prof. Adolphe Cohn, dean of the department of Romance languages, 
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announced the presence of the Hon. Archer M. Huntington, founder of the 
Hispanic Society of America and donor of the beautiful Spanish museum. 
Mr. Huntington graciously acceded to the request of the chairman to say 
a few words. Rising from his seat where the rest of the crowd was, he 
facetiously remarked:

 «I think I will have to stand outside of the platform, as I cannot stand 
comparison with the luminaries on the platform who have expressed our 
sentiments so beautifully». He concluded by saying: «We have with us 
tonight perhaps the highest expression of poetic genius of the Spanish 
speaking nations».

It may not be amiss to mention the fact that this newspaper had the 
distinction last night of being the only metropolitan daily to have this 
interesting Spanish lecture covered by a special Latin-American reporter, 
especially engaged for this purpose by this paper.
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